
Three Great Online Music Sources
 

One of the most convenient and common music sources are those found on the web. It is no

longer uncommon to find online radio stations, podcasting services, and streaming video that

listeners can subscribe to. The ease at which internet users can acquire such sources has

created a new avenue for artists and musicians to increase their fan base while promoting

their music careers. With the popularity of the web comes great responsibility. If you are an

artist or musician looking to make your music service known, here are some great ideas. 

 

First, there is the obvious: find great music sources. One way to do this is through Google

play music. Google offers many thousands of radio stations and thousands of radio channels

to subscribe to, making it one of the best music sources available. In addition to Google play

music, many websites offer a plethora of internet radio stations that can provide an

alternative to missing music on the radio. 

 

Many people begin by subscribing to Google's music services. Most people are happy with

the relatively low cost of this service. The only draw back is that there are so many music

sources that getting any sort of consistency can be a challenge. Subscribers may have to

wade through hundreds of radio stations and thousands of internet radio stations to find what

they are looking for. 

 

The second popular method of finding music sources is through subscribing to one of the

many whole house audio systems. These packages bundle music sources into one

convenient package. Prices vary widely, depending on the quality of the programming offered

and the provider. Some whole house audio systems offer thousands of music sources,

whereas others are more reasonable with around ten to fifteen. 

 

Another common music sources come from the mobile device. With the popularity of the iPod

and other portable devices, subscription to music services on these devices is quickly

becoming a necessity. Subscriptions can be tailored to specific genres or a particular type of

artist. Some music service providers allow users to update their subscription information on

their cellular phone, eliminating the need to go through a new music service every time they

want to update. 

 

Music lovers who like to update their music library often turn to the free online music libraries

provided by the internet. One such service allows users to search and download music

directly from the internet, without ever leaving the comfort of their own home. Audio Scaleurs

of service requires the subscription of an internet user to a credit card. A wide variety of

artists and genres are featured in the free music sources, and listeners often have the

opportunity to download various portions of an album for free, or sample a single track. 

 

For those interested in the more eclectic side of listening to music, listeners can often find

what they need by checking out the large database of available live webcasts. Webcasts,

which are broadcast live over the internet and can be viewed at any time, allow music fans to
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follow their favorite artists as they perform live from the studio. These webcasts can feature

both studio and headlining artists, and new music is often added to the lineup as new music

recordings become public. Audio Scaleurs is also an excellent resource for fans who prefer

to search through the many online music sources. Users can browse through the entire

database of online webcasts, view an album's cover, and select a song of their choice to

listen to. 

 

Some music services offer their services exclusively through the use of music indexing

software. Indexing software scans a music file and creates a hyperlink to the music sources

listed beneath it. Music lovers can visit a music indexing website and download the

appropriate software to make their subscription requests. Music services that exclusively

offer online music indexes also offer a large collection of music folders, allowing the user to

browse and select the music they wish to hear.
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